THE PROGRAM
By blending financial theory with real-world experience, SFU Beedie’s Master of Science in Finance (MSc Finance) prepares you for the fast-paced, ever-changing world of finance.
For 16 months in downtown Vancouver, you will embark on a transformational journey that broadens and deepens your knowledge of finance and the financial industry. Designed to meet the increasing global and local demand for finance professionals, our MSc Finance program covers the fundamentals of finance and offers courses in fintech, investment management, research methods, sustainable finance, and data.
Additionally, our MSc Finance students have exclusive access to dedicated career coaching, mentorship and networking with industry leaders, and access to a trailblazing alumni community. By the end of the program, you’ll evolve into an innovative, analytical, and astute finance professional equipped with the tools and knowledge to make a lasting impact on the world.

At a glance:
- Students will gain fundamental finance theory and practice
- Obtain your MSc Finance degree over the course of 16-months, or four terms, in a full-time format
- Enjoy the benefits of studying in downtown Vancouver, rated among the top five most livable cities in the world based on The Global Livability Index 2022
- Students can apply to join the SIAS fund and manage one of North America’s largest student-run portfolios (SIAS pg. 7)
Our MSc Finance graduates have the opportunity to jump start their careers in Canada and work in positions across the full spectrum of financial and regulatory institutions.

PREPARE FOR A DEMANDING CAREER

ABOUT SFU BEEDEE
SFU’s Beedie School of Business is a dynamic institution delivering cutting-edge research and education programs across three British Columbia campuses. We pioneered Canada’s first Executive MBA and the first Indigenous Business Leadership EMBA in North America. Accredited by AACSB and EQUIS, our reputation for innovation, social responsibility, and global perspective is recognized worldwide. Our alumni network spans 80 countries and comprises more than 30,000 successful graduates.

COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITY IN CANADA
14 out of the last 15 years (as of 2023), according to Maclean’s Magazine

UNIVERSITY IN CANADA FOR SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES
by Times Higher Education (THE) 2023 rankings

UNIVERSITY IN CANADA FOR ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT AND INNOVATION
according to the 2023 World University Rankings for Innovation

OF BUSINESS SCHOOLS worldwide have AACSB and EQUIS accreditation
The MSc Finance program is delivered at SFU Beedie’s Segal Graduate School in the heart of downtown Vancouver. The 60,000 sq. ft. space boasts state-of-the-art classroom and meeting room facilities. The campus’s central location makes commuting convenient and helps integrate you into the local business community. Moreover, Vancouver’s vibrant dining and entertainment scene offers ample opportunities for after-class socials. With access to mountains, beaches, and parks, you can enjoy a diverse range of outdoor activities and retreats just a short drive away from campus.

SFU Beedie MSc Finance students enjoy priority access to SFU’s apartment-style downtown Vancouver residence. This residence allows our graduate students to be fully immersed in the Vancouver lifestyle as it is conveniently located within walking distance from the campus and offers diverse options for transportation, restaurants, grocery stores, and shopping.

The Charles Chang Innovation Centre was opened in 2016 and houses the student residences as well as SFU’s Charles Chang Institute for Entrepreneurship. The Innovation Centre is also home to SFU’s RADIUS Social Innovation Lab and Venture Incubator.

Want to learn more? Scan the QR code.
THE DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER ADVANTAGE

STUNNINGLY BEAUTIFUL, STRATEGICALLY LOCATED

Vancouver, consistently ranked as one of the world’s most beautiful and livable cities, offers much more than its scenic allure. With its strong connection to global financial hubs, Vancouver provides an ideal launching pad for an international career in finance.

Serving as the financial cornerstone of Canada’s west coast, the city hosts offices of all big five chartered banks, as well as several international banks, the Big Four consulting firms, insurance companies, and investment management firms. Notably, Vancouver’s innovative and entrepreneurial spirit shines through with an impressive ratio of 0.19 unicorn companies per 100,000 people, surpassing both Singapore’s ratio of 0.18 and Toronto’s ratio of 0.08.

LIFE IN VANCOUVER

Surrounded by a stunning backdrop of mountains, forests, and oceans, Vancouver offers world-class outdoor activities all year round in one of the world’s most beautiful, vibrant, and energizing cities.

Whether you want to go hiking in the North Shore mountains, kayaking in False Creek, or paddle boarding in Whistler, Vancouver offers you endless breathtaking views and opportunities to participate in a variety of outdoor activities and sports. Vancouver has one of the most temperate climates in Canada, so you will have plenty of opportunities to enjoy the outdoors and cultivate a healthy and active lifestyle.

Vancouver boasts an incredible diversity of cultures. There are endless activities to experience in the city, from concerts and sports games at BC Place and Rogers Arena to hiking around Stanley Park on the seawall. A city filled with arts and culture, Vancouver is home to the Vancouver Art Gallery and the Vancouver International Film Festival.

* unicorn companies are defined as start-ups valued at more than $1 billion.

Watch now: MSc. Finance Alumnus, Vinny shares his experience moving to Vancouver, Canada to pursue the Master of Science in Finance program.

#5 WORLD’S MOST LIVABLE CITY (CNN 2022)

5000+ RESTAURANTS AND CAFES IN THE GREATER VANCOUVER AREA

240+ HEAD OFFICES IN VANCOUVER

TOP 30 STARTUP ECOSYSTEM IN THE WORLD

(Startup Genome 2022)

200+ TECH COMPANIES THAT GENERATE $23 BILLION IN REVENUE

(Vancouver Economic Commission 2022)
“By incorporating ESG into the SIAS fund’s investment analysis and decision-making process, we learned how to assess companies’ business models through a broader spectrum and were able to interpret externality risks and benefits that account for more robust valuations.”

Julia Ferreira, MSc Finance Alumnus
Assistant Senior Investment Officer, Washington State Investment Board

Our Student Investment Advisory Service (SIAS) fund offers select students the chance to gain hands-on experience in managing a multimillion-dollar portfolio. Established in 2003 with $9 million CAD, the fund has a current value of over $20 million CAD and is the largest student-led fund in Canada.

Managing the SIAS fund provides an exceptional opportunity to gain real-world experience in investment management, risk assessment, and compliance as well as the opportunity to engage with industry leaders. You will take what you’re learning in the classroom and immediately apply it to your work in SIAS. As part of the fund’s operations, a quarterly review is conducted, during which the SIAS team presents its findings to an Industry Performance Review Committee.

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES

At SFU Beedie, we are deeply committed to incorporating Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria into our endowment investments, including the SIAS fund. In addition, we integrate ESG principles throughout our curriculum and aim to equip you with the knowledge and skills needed to become a conscientious business leader. This focus on ESG principles aligns with the growing demand for professionals who understand and prioritize sustainability and responsible business practices.
WORLD-CHANGING KNOWLEDGE

The MSc Finance program offers a rigorous and comprehensive curriculum, delivered over 16 months, that will prepare you for an enriching career in finance. The program begins with an online preparatory course in financial statistics, mathematics, accounting, and Python to ensure students gain a common foundation in key financial and quantitative skills. The program then delves into courses such as corporate finance, principles of investments, financial econometrics, fixed income analysis, equity analysis, asset pricing, and derivatives—just to name a few.

For students seeking further academic options beyond the MSc Finance program, our highly selective research stream courses provide credits towards admission to the SFU Beedie PhD program. To be eligible for these courses, a minimum GPA of 3.5 is required.

MODULAR SYSTEM

The program follows a modular system where students undertake one course at a time within a condensed timeframe, usually around three to four weeks. This system offers several benefits, including allowing students to focus on one topic at a time and continuous assessment throughout the term rather than accumulating final exams at the term’s end. It also allows for more flexibility and topic serialization.

The exact selection and order of core courses and electives are subject to change. Course offerings are subject to minimum enrollment numbers.

WORLD-CLASS FACULTY

Our award-winning faculty are known for their cutting-edge research. But it’s not all ivory tower around here. Our professors and instructors not only possess exceptional academic credentials—they also bring extensive industry experience to the table. They bridge the gap between theory and practice, equipping you with the necessary tools to thrive in the business world.

Frederick Willeboordse, PhD (Tsukuba), MA (Amsterdam)
ACADEMIC DIRECTOR AND LECTURER, FINANCE
Dr. Frederick Willeboordse holds two degrees from the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands and a PhD in theoretical and computational physics from the University of Tsukuba in Japan. Previously, he was a postdoc at the University of Tokyo and later a tenured associate professor at the National University of Singapore. Frederick owned an Apple retail shop in one of Hong Kong’s famous computer malls in the Sham Shui Po district, as well as an internet hosting and e-commerce business. Frederick has also been an active trader, first trading options in the 80s during his student days. Recently, he has mostly focused on algorithmic trading and runs a server in Chicago where he can test out research ideas in real time.

Deniz Anginer PhD (Michigan), MA (Toronto), BCom (Toronto)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, FINANCE
Dr. Deniz Anginer conducts research in banking and capital markets. His research has been widely cited by academics, policymakers, and media. Prior to joining SFU Beedie, he was an economist at the Development Research Group at the World Bank, working on issues related to green finance, international banking, and capital markets. Deniz has a PhD in finance from the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan. Prior to his graduate studies, Deniz worked as a consultant for Oliver Wyman in their New York office.

Ying Duan, PhD (Boston College)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, FINANCE
Dr. Ying Duan joined SFU Beedie in 2015. Ying holds a PhD in finance from Boston College. She focuses her research on institutional investors, market efficiency, and corporate governance and has published in several leading academic journals, including the Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis and Contemporary Accounting Research.

SUMMER TERM

MAY–AUGUST

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT STREAM

• Professional Development
• Business Strategy & Ethics
• Investment Banking & Private Equity
• Special Topic: International Finance OR Fintech
• Special Topic: Behavioural Finance OR Machine Learning

RESEARCH STREAM

• Professional Development
• Business Strategy & Ethics
• Business Econometrics I
• PhD Course: Corporate Finance Theories and Methods

SECOND FALL TERM

SEPTMBER–DECEMBER

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT STREAM

• Professional Development
• Negotiations
• Portfolio Theory and Asset Pricing
• Special Topic: CSR & Impact Investing
• Strategic Asset Allocation

RESEARCH STREAM

• Professional Development
• Negotiations
• PhD Course: Business Econometrics II
• Theory of Financial Markets
• PhD Course: Asset Pricing

*Subject to Board of Governors and Senate approval
A COHORT-DRIVEN EXPERIENCE

By joining the MSc Finance program, you will become part of a diverse cohort comprising critical thinkers hailing from all over the world. This multicultural environment offers a unique and personalized experience, providing you with abundant opportunities to collaborate with your peers and forge lasting relationships that extend beyond the program and into your entire career journey.

You will benefit from joining a program comprised of students from diverse backgrounds in quantitative disciplines, including mathematics, sciences, engineering, economics, and business.

Nationalities represented*
Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, Ghana, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iran, Kazakhstan, Korea, Mauritius, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Taiwan, Turkey, United Kingdom, USA, and Vietnam.

*Colour gradient on map is for illustration purposes only.

Average Class Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Average GMAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average work experience</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average CGPA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Incoming fall 2023 cohort
CAREER ADVANCEMENT

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Throughout your MSc Finance degree, you will benefit from comprehensive career support provided by a dedicated career consultant and the extensive resources available at our Career Management Centre (CMC). Beyond academic pursuits, our program offers a range of experiential and co-curricular activities designed to foster leadership skills, expand your professional network, and bolster your resume. The Student Engagement Office and the Career Management Centre are committed to nurturing your professional growth and development, ensuring a well-rounded experience that goes beyond the classroom.

You’ll have the opportunity to participate in non-credit workshops on topics such as:
- Python
- Tableau
- Power BI
- Financial Modeling
- Capital Markets
- Power BI

Our MSc Finance program sets you up for success on your desired career path, whether that be in academia or industry. With a dedicated career consultant, countless networking opportunities, and invaluable resources, you’ll get the support you need to elevate your career to new heights.

Top MSc Finance Employment Locations:
- 80% B.C.
- 7% O.N. (Toronto)
- 13% ASIA

Based on the Class of 2021.

SFU BEEDIE’S TOP EMPLOYERS INCLUDE:
- FINCAD
- Catalyst
- RBC Capital markets
- RBC Global Asset Management
- TD Securities
- CIBC Capital markets
- Scotiabank Capital markets
- BMO Capital markets
- BCI
- Scotiabank Commercial Banking
- Coast Capital Savings
- Genus Capital Management Inc.
- PenderFund Capital Management Ltd.
- Delbrook Capital
- Advisors
- KPMG
- PwC
- EY
- B.C.
- O.N.
- ASIA

CAREER PLANNING AND COACHING
Whether you already have a clear career path in mind or are still exploring your options, we are here to support your career journey. We will provide you with self-assessment tools and personalized coaching on how to map out future possibilities, assess your fit in the marketplace, and tap into the hidden job market. You will continue to have access to these services even after graduation.

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
In the realm of professional growth, connections are key. By engaging in our program’s abundant opportunities, you will tap into a vibrant network encompassing classmates, professors, and industry leaders. These valuable connections will broaden your horizons, opening doors to new possibilities and fostering meaningful relationships that can propel your career forward.

MENTORS IN BUSINESS
Take advantage of the largest one-on-one business mentorship program in Western Canada. On average, the Career Management Centre (CMC) matches students with over 300 industry professionals. These mentors are keen to help you build business relationships and share their knowledge, experience, and wisdom to help you make informed career choices.

BUILDING INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
Gain an advantage over the competition. We provide engaging initiatives such as company tours, inspiring guest speakers, industry events, career panels, and collaborations with esteemed professional associations like the CFA Society, PRMIA, CAIA, and CAASA.

DEDICATED CAREER CONSULTANT
Your dedicated Career Consultant will help you to plan for success and give you the resources you need to stand out. You will benefit from personalized support, useful resources and tools, career-building skills, and opportunities to network with industry professionals.

Other CMC offerings:
- Career events
- Employer mock interviews
- Resume building workshops
- LinkedIn profile workshops

Based on the Class of 2021.
A YEAR TO REMEMBER

Your education goes beyond the classroom. SFU Beedie has a well-earned reputation for nurturing students’ holistic growth and learning through co-curricular activities. As a graduate student, you can join case competitions, the MBA Games, conferences, and other events as ways to uncover invaluable leadership opportunities and sharpen essential business skills while tapping into a vibrant network of industry leaders. After all, what you learn in the classroom could change your thinking, but what you learn outside the classroom could change your life.

CASE COMPETITIONS

Apply classroom theories to real-world business challenges while gaining the confidence and skills to make decisions and recommendations under pressure. With a dedicated training program and financial support to travel to competition destinations, you will compete with the best, network with industry professionals, and showcase your success on the regional, national, or international stage.

PRMIA RISK MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE

An award-winning international student competition, the PRMIA Institute Risk Management Challenge offers students the opportunity to apply the concepts they have learned and showcase their knowledge, critical thinking skills, leadership, and presentation abilities while competing to win a $10,000 USD cash award.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING COMPETITION

In this pressure-packed five-hour challenge, you’ll create a buy-side M&A presentation and pitch to a panel of judges and 300 delegates.

CFA GLOBAL INVESTMENT RESEARCH CHALLENGE

In this challenge, you’ll create a detailed research report for a company and defend your investment thesis to a panel of judges.

ENGAGE INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM

From 2012 to 2016, MSc Finance students took home the top prize at the world’s largest student-managed portfolio competition—the Engage International Investment Education Symposium. In association with the United Nations Global Compact, North American colleges and universities with student-managed portfolios compete in the areas of growth, value, blend/core, and asset allocation styles of management.

STUDENT CLUBS

Join a club to develop leadership, team building and management skills, and expand your networking circles.

The Graduate Business Student Association (GBSA) plays an active role in the leadership of our school. From providing curriculum feedback to hosting social and educational events, this student leadership team works to continuously improve the SFU Beedie student experience.

Net Impact is dedicated to sustainability and empowering students to become responsible business leaders. This student leadership team makes a positive environmental, social, and economic impact by organizing events connecting with sustainability-focused industry experts, including the signature Net Impact Sustainability Challenge case competition.

The Graduate Women’s Council strives to empower women to lead and succeed in the workplace. This active student leadership team provides networking opportunities, workshops, and access to external events aimed at developing and sustaining a culture of support and encouragement.

The JEDI (Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion) Council fosters a learning environment where all students feel welcome, safe, accepted, and appreciated through events, workshops, and activities to raise awareness and build a sense of community.

CONFERENCES AND EVENTS

Attending conferences is an opportunity to meet and connect with business leaders in the community while gaining exposure to new ideas and innovations.

The SFU Beedie Student Engagement Office shares information and potential sponsorship for students to attend events hosted by organizations and associations such as the Professional Risk Managers’ International Association (PRMIA), the Chartered Financial Analyst Institute, and the Investment Management Association.

STUDENT AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

On an annual basis, the MSc Finance program selects Student Ambassadors to represent SFU Beedie in a variety of activities, including recruitment, marketing, student and alumni engagement, as well as orientation.

GRADUATE MANAGEMENT CONSULTING CAREER PREPARATION (GMCPP) PROGRAM

The GMCPP is designed to introduce graduate students to the fundamentals of case interview preparation. Through this program, you will familiarize yourself with the case interview format and develop key skills essential for success. The program focuses on structured analysis, logical reasoning, and client-centric communication. Topics covered include case interview structure, mental math, issue trees, interpreting visual information, and delivering effective presentations. Guest speakers and consultants will also share valuable insights into the consulting industry and case interviews.

Read more about the student experience on our student blog: afewgoodminds.com
Driven by a passion for numbers and tackling complex challenges, Christine Jakshoej Sangha was drawn to the MSc Finance degree at SFU Beedie. She sought a program that focused on the qualitative, quantitative, and analytical skills needed for a career in finance.

As Chief Compliance Officer for the student-led SIAS Fund, then valued at $18 million CAD, Christine demonstrated exceptional leadership qualities and honed her expertise in sophisticated financial management. These invaluable skills have propelled her success in her current role as VP of Customer Success, Capital Markets at FINCAD, a renowned provider of valuation and risk solutions for derivative and fixed income portfolios.

As an SFU Beedie student and future alumnus, you have the privilege of being part of an exceptional community comprising over 30,000 alumni who are working in diverse industries and organizations worldwide. With SFU Beedie Advantage, you can connect with fellow students and alumni, share knowledge and experiences, engage in professional networking, and make meaningful mentorship connections. We encourage you to attend events, stay connected, and explore the lifetime benefits available to you as a part of our alumni community. Learn more at advantage.beedie.sfu.ca.

Inspired by his early success in personal stock trades, David Jiang wanted to explore a career in capital markets, which led him to the MSc Finance program at SFU Beedie. He was looking for a program that would equip him with the tools to thrive upon graduation.

As portfolio manager for the SIAS fund, David honed his investment skills through invaluable hands-on experience managing real money. This practical exposure refined his expertise and prepared him for the challenges of the finance industry. Today, David continues to make a significant impact in his role as an Investment banking analyst at RBC Capital Markets.

"Through the MSc Finance program, I got my first taste of managing millions of dollars. Now potential employers can trust that I am experienced in investment management and being fully accountable for my investment decisions."

– David Jiang, MSc Finance Alumnus
Investment Banking Analyst, RBC Capital Markets

Watch now: David Jiang’s interview on Bloomberg discussing the SIAS fund

Christine Jakshoej Sangha, MSc Finance Alumnus
VP Customer Success, Capital Markets

Join the Beedie Alumni Community

“Through the MSc Finance program, I got my first taste of managing millions of dollars. Now potential employers can trust that I am experienced in investment management and being fully accountable for my investment decisions.”

– David Jiang, MSc Finance Alumnus
Investment Banking Analyst, RBC Capital Markets

As an SFU Beedie student and future alumnus, you have the privilege of being part of an exceptional community comprising over 30,000 alumni who are working in diverse industries and organizations worldwide. With SFU Beedie Advantage, you can connect with fellow students and alumni, share knowledge and experiences, engage in professional networking, and make meaningful mentorship connections. We encourage you to attend events, stay connected, and explore the lifetime benefits available to you as a part of our alumni community. Learn more at advantage.beedie.sfu.ca.

Christine Jakshoej Sangha, MSc Finance Alumnus
VP Customer Success, Capital Markets
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES FOR STUDENTS
Moving to a new country can be a daunting experience. To support our international students with this transition, students can book a free in-person, phone, or virtual appointment with an international student advisor and immigration specialist at the SFU International Services for Students office. International student advisors can assist with non-academic questions relating to Canadian immigration documents and regulations (e.g. study permits, visas, work eligibility in Canada, enrollment requirements for SFU international students, and more). They can also assist with medical insurance and the healthcare system in Canada and provide intercultural transition support and referrals as needed.

POST-GRADUATION WORK PERMIT
At the culmination of the program, successful graduates can leverage the opportunity to apply for a postgraduate work permit of up to three years to live and work in Canada. As you enter the next phase of your career journey, you will be able to integrate the experiential opportunities, applied projects, and course concepts that you have learned over the past 16 months. You will be ready to enter the Canadian workforce with a better understanding of business and its effects on the local and global economy. This is the next step in advancing your career and further developing yourself as a socially minded and responsible business leader.

"As an international student, SFU’s International Services for Students supported me in multiple different ways when I was applying for my study permit and visa. From reviewing my documents to providing advice, they guided me with patience and accuracy in all aspects of my study permit application. I strongly recommend consulting with their international student advisor and immigration specialists at each step of your study permit process.”
– Ali Abshar, MSc Finance Alumnus
Associate, Financial Instruments Valuation and Governance, PwC Canada
DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS
We strive to attract top-tier students from across the globe who possess exceptional skills and are committed to collaborating with their peers to achieve their personal and professional goals. Our goal is to create a community of high achievers who inspire and support each other in their pursuit of excellence.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
As an internationally recognized school with a proven track record of academic excellence, we attract high-performing students from around the globe. Excellence is embedded in the culture and heart of SFU Beedie. We look for students who are ready and willing to rise to the challenge of a robust curriculum and who will emerge as successful graduates of SFU Beedie’s MSc Finance program.

PASSIONATE FOR A CAREER IN FINANCE
We seek students who are ready to enter the next level of their finance careers and establish an invaluable network of industry leaders. We look for high-performing students who are eager to understand the fundamentals of finance, asset pricing, market risk management, and credit risk management. You’ll graduate equipped with a personalized career plan and the skills to achieve it, along with an invaluable network of industry leaders.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
- Undergraduate degree with a minimum 3.0/4.33 CGPA or equivalent
- GMAT: 550 (competitive recommendation is 600+; GMAT Focus edition is also accepted) or GRE: 155 in each section
- Proficiency in English (if applicable): TOEFL, 90+ (with no individual score under 20) or IELTS Academic, 7.0+ (with no individual score under 6.5)
- Professional work experience and internships are an asset but not required
- Two reference letters
- Two written admissions essays
- Kira video assessment

Unofficial documents are acceptable for initial admission review. Official documents will be requested if an offer of admission is issued.

Note: Admitted international students will require a valid Canadian study permit.

APPLICATION PROCESS
Step 1: Review the application requirements.
Step 2: Apply online, pay the application fee, and upload supporting documents.
Step 3: Admission interview, if shortlisted.

For more information on our admission requirements, application process, and to start your application, scan the QR code.

SCHOLARSHIPS
All students admitted to the MSc Finance program are automatically considered for all available scholarships. We offer merit-based scholarships and awards, many of which recognize outstanding achievements in a range of fields. There is no need to submit a separate application for scholarship consideration. Decisions are made by the Admissions Committee on a holistic basis taking into account the overall strength of your application in conjunction with scholarship eligibility criteria.

APPLICATION DEADLINES
- Round 1: November 23rd, 2023
- Round 2: January 25th, 2024
- Round 3: March 14th, 2024
- Round 4: May 2nd, 2024 (Final round for international students)
- Round 5: June 6th, 2024 (Final round for domestic students)

Please keep in mind that we process applications on a rolling basis and both admissions and scholarship decisions are handed out between application deadlines. You do not need to wait for a deadline to apply.

TUITION
Domestic tuition (Canadian citizens and permanent residents of Canada): $38,494 CAD*
International tuition: $54,333 CAD*
* Subject to Board of Governors approval

FEES
Textbooks and materials: $1,500 to $1,850
Student fees (health insurance, transit pass, recreational/athletic facility pass): $2,582 to $2,863 CAD approx.

CONNECT WITH OUR TEAM
To connect with one of our team members, please contact us at: mscfin@sfu.ca